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Abstract

B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) is a group of heterogeneous disease which remains incurable despite
developments of standard chemotherapy regimens and new therapeutic agents in decades. Some individuals could
have promising response to standard therapy while others are unresponsive to standard chemotherapy or relapse
after autologous hematopoietic stem-cell transplantation (ASCT), which indicates the necessity to develop novel
therapies for refractory or relapsed B-NHLs. In recent years, a novel cell therapy, chimeric antigen receptor T-cell
therapy (CAR-T), was invented to overcome the limitation of traditional treatments. Patients with aggressive B-NHL
are considered for CAR-T cell therapy when they have progressive lymphoma after second-line chemotherapy,
relapse after ASCT, or require a third-line therapy. Clinical trials of anti-CD19 CAR-T cell therapy have manifested
encouraging efficacy in refractory or relapsed B-NHL. However, adverse effects of this cellular therapy including
cytokine release syndrome, neurotoxicity, tumor lysis syndrome and on-target, off-tumor toxicities should attract our
enough attention despite the great anti-tumor effects of CAR-T cell therapy. Although CAR-T cell therapy has
shown remarkable results in patients with B-NHL, the outcomes of patients with B-NHL were inferior to patients
with acute lymphoblastic leukemia. The inferior response rate may be associated with physical barrier of lymphoma,
tumor microenvironment and low quality of CAR-T cells manufactured from B-NHL patients. Besides, some patients
relapsed after anti-CD19 CAR-T cell therapy, which possibly were due to limited CAR-T cells persistence, CD19
antigen escape or antigen down-regulation. Quite a few new antigen-targeted CAR-T products and new-generation
CAR-T, for example, CD20-targeted CAR-T, CD79b-targeted CAR-T, CD37-targeted CAR-T, multi-antigen-targeted
CAR-T, armored CAR-T and four-generation CAR-T are developing rapidly to figure out these deficiencies.
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Background
B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma (B-NHL) is a group of
clinically heterogeneous disease including diffuse large
B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), mantle cell lymphoma
(MCL), follicular lymphoma (FL) and others [1]. DLBCL
is the most common kind of B-NHL, accounting for

about 30–35% in all B-NHLs [2]. The standard first-line
therapy is cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine,
and prednisone, with (R-CHOP) or without rituximab
(CHOP). The second-line therapies consist of high-dose
chemotherapy and autologous hematopoietic stem-cell
transplantation (ASCT) [3]. These standard therapies
have improved outcomes of patients with B-NHL. How-
ever, the outcomes of chemotherapy-refractory patients
remained poor and almost one third of patients with
DLBCL relapsed [4, 5]. CAR-T therapy is a novel treat-
ment for these patients with refractory or relapsed
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lymphoma or acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) in re-
cent years. Many clinical trials have demonstrated the ef-
ficacy of CAR-T cell therapy against B-cell lymphoma.
CARs are artificial proteins containing antigen recogni-
tion domains, T-cell signaling domains and other com-
ponents. Most CARs consist of four parts. Extracellular
targeting domains are usually single chain variable frag-
ments (scFv), which composes the variable regions of
heavy and light chains in antibodies [6]. A hinge or spa-
cer, which is designed to connect scFv with transmem-
brane domain. Transmembrane domain is designed to
assist scFv and intracellular signaling domain. And intra-
cellular signaling domains, including co-stimolatory do-
main and T-cell activation domain, play roles on the
activation and proliferation of CAR-T cells (Fig. 1) [5].
Four CAR-T cell products have been approved by the
United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
and/or European Medicines Agency (EMA): axicabta-
gene ciloleucel (axi-cel) for patients with refractory large
B-cell lymphoma in 2017, tisagenlecleucel (tisa-cel) for
refractory/relapsed ALL in 2017 and refractory/relapsed
DLBCL in May 2018, brexucabtagene autoleucel (KTE-
X19) for patients with refractory/relapsed MCL in 2020
and breyanzi (liso-cel) for patients with refractory/re-
lapsed DLBCL in 2021 (Table 1; Fig. 2) [7]. Patients with
aggressive B-cell lymphoma are considered for anti-
CD19 CAR-T when they have stable or progressive
lymphoma after second-line chemotherapy, relapse after
ASCT, or require a third-line therapy [8]. In this review,

we discuss CAR-T clinical trials on B-NHL, adverse
events, limitations and new developments of CAR-T cell
therapy.

Clinical trials of anti-CD19 CAR-T in B-NHL
The antigen CD19 is widely expressed on B-cell ma-
lignancies including a wide range of B-NHL. There-
fore, CD19 is an optimal target for CAR-T cell
therapy in B-NHL. Anti-CD19 CAR-T cells have be-
come the most widely applied CAR-T products and
achieved encouraging improvements in clinical prac-
tice. The first case report of CD19 CAR-T therapy
for one patient with B-cell lymphoma was reported in
2010. There were several completed CAR-T clinical
trails for B-NHL (Table 2). For instance,
NCT03483688 was a phase I b study which evaluated
the safety and efficacy of C-CAR011, a CD19-directed
CAR-T cells, in 6 patients. NCT02132624 was a phase
I/II a study which evaluated the efficacy and safety of
CD19-targeted third-generation CAR-T cells for re-
fractory B-cell malignancies including B-cell lymph-
oma and B-cell leukemia in 15 individuals [9–12].
Besides, many CAR-T phase I and phase II clinical
trials for pediatric and adult’s B-cell lymphoma are
under recruiting status and the majority of them are
anti-CD19 CAR-T trials (Table 3) [13]. Moreover,
many clinical trials are ongoing and this review will
introduce some of these trials.

Fig. 1 The structure of four generations of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR). Chimeric antigen receptor contains a single-chain variable region
(scFv) of an antibody, hinge region, transmembrane region, co-stimulatory domain (except first-generation CAR) and a T-cell-activation domain.
First-generation CAR has a single signaling molecule such as CD3ζ and lacks a co-stimulatory domain such as CD28 or 4-1BB. The second-
generation CAR has a co-stimulatory domain derived from either CD28 or 4-1BB and can generate double signals via costimulatory domain to
enhance the activity and persistence of CAR-T cell in vivo. Third-generation CAR has two costimulatory domains such as CD28 and 4-1BB. Fourth-
generation CAR can produce and release transduced cytokines to enhance the activity of CAR-T cells and change the tumor microenvironment
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KTE-X19
KTE-X19 in relapsed or refractory MCL: MCL is a
CD5+ B-NHL with high heterogeneity from indolent to
highly aggressive clinical course [14, 15]. Patients with
MCL have unsatisfactory prognosis after standard treat-
ments [16]. KTE-X19 is an anti-CD19 CAR-T cell ther-
apy designed for patients with relapsed or refractory
MCL. ZUMA-2 trial was a phase II, multicenter clinical
trial to evaluate the efficacy and safety of KTE-X19.
Seventy-four patients were enrolled in the trial. KTE-
X19 was successfully manufactured for 71 patients and
infused to 68 patients at a dose of 2 × 10^6 cells/kg.
Conditioning chemotherapy with fludarabine and cyclo-
phosphamide was administered before infusion of KTE-
X19 [17]. Ninety-three percent of patients reached ob-
jective response (OR) and 67% of patients reached
complete response (CR) among the first 60 treated pa-
tients. In all 74 patients, the objective response rate
(ORR) was 85% and the CR rate was 59% with the me-
dian follow-up of 12.4 months. The estimated rate of
progression-free survival (PFS) was 61% and overall sur-
vival rate was 83% at 12 months. All 68 patients devel-
oped at least one adverse event. The most common

adverse event was pyrexia, which occurred in 94% (64/
68) of patients. The cytokine release syndrome (CRS) oc-
curred in 61 patients. Most CRS events were grade 1 or
2. Besides, 63% of patients experienced neurologic
events, with 32% having grade 3 or higher neurologic
events [17].

KTE-C19
DLBCL is the most common subtype of non-Hodgkin
lymphoma which accounts for almost 30% of B-NHL
[18]. The multicenter ZUMA-1 phase I study evaluated
the efficacy and safety of KTE-C19, which was autolo-
gous CD3ζ/CD28-based CAR-T cell therapy. Seven pa-
tients received conditioning chemotherapy with
fludarabine (30 mg/m2) and cyclophosphamide (500 mg/
m2) for 3 days before infusion of KTE-C19 at a dose of
2 × 10^6 cells/kg. The ORR was 71% (5/7) and the CR
rate was 57% (4/7). Among all seven patients, 3 patients
remained in CR at 12 months and CAR-T cells could be
detected. One patient had a dose-limiting toxicity of
grade 4 neurotoxicity and CRS, then the patient died of
systematic inflammation. One patient experienced grade
3 or higher CRS events and four patients developed

Table 1 The approved CAR-T products for B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma

Product CAR
construct

Year of
approval

Indication Bridging
therapy

CAR-T dose ORR CR
rate

Median
PFS

Incidence
of grade 3/
4 CRS

Incidence of
grade3/4
ICANS

Axicabtagene
ciloleucel

CD19-
CD28-
CD3ζ

2017 Refractory LBCL No 2 × 10^6 cell/kg 83% 58% 5.9
months
(3.3 to
15.0)

11% (12/
108)

32%

Tisagenlecleucel CD19–4-
1BB -
CD3ζ

2018 Relapsed or
refractory DLBCL
in adults

Yes (0.1–6) × 10^8 CAR-
positive viable T cells

52% 40% 8.3
months
(5.8 to
11.7)

22% 12%

Brexucabtagene
autoleucel

CD19-
CD28-
CD3ζ

2020 Relapsed or
refractory MCL

Yes 2 × 10^6 cell/kg 85% 59% 4.8
months

15% 31%

Breyanzi
(Lisocabtagene
maraleucel)

CD19–4-
1BB -
CD3ζ

2021 Relapsed or
refractory LBCL

Yes 50 × 106, 100 × 106 and
150 × 106 CAR-positive
T cells

73% 53% NR 2% (6/269) 10% (27/269)

Abbreviations: ORR objective response rate, CR complete response, PFS progression-free survival, CRS cytokine release syndrome, ICANS immune effector cell-
associated neurotoxicity syndrome, LBCL large B-cell lymphoma, DLBCL diffuse large B-celllymphoma, MCL mantle-cell lymphoma

Fig. 2 Four CAR-T cell products have been approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA): Yescarta for large B-cell
lymphoma (LBCL) such as diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), transformed follicular lymphoma and primary mediastinal B-cell Lymphoma in
2017. Kymriah for LBCL in 2018. Then brexucabtagene autoleucel (KTE-X19) was approved by FDA for refractory / relapsed mantle cell lymphoma
(R/R MCL) in 2020. In 2021, Breyanzi (liso-cel) was approval by FDA for patients with refractory / relapsed DLBCL (R/R DLBCL)
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grade 3 or higher neurotoxicities. These symptoms dis-
appeared within 1 month [19].

Axicabtagene ciloleucel
Axicabtagene ciloleucel was one kind of autologous anti-
CD19 CAR-T cell which consisted of CD28 transmem-
brane domain and CD28 costimulatory domain for pa-
tients with B-cell lymphoma. ZUMA-1, a multicenter,
phase II trial in which 111 patients with DLBCL, primary
mediastinal B-cell lymphoma, or transformed FL were
enrolled. Some patients were refractory to previous ther-
apies, and some patients relapsed after ASCT. In con-
trast to KTE-X19 and KTE-C19, patients did not receive
systemic bridging chemotherapy before infusion of
CAR-T cells. A total of 101 patients received infusion of
axi-cel at a dose of 2 × 10^6 cells/kg. In 77 patients with
DLBCL, 38 patients achieved CR and 25 patients
reached partial response (PR). In other 24 patients with
primary mediastinal B-cell lymphoma or transformed
FL, 17 patients reached CR and 3 patients achieved PR
at a minimum of 6months of follow-up [20]. The ORR
was 82 and 54% of patients achieved CR. Grade 3 or
higher adverse events accounted for almost 95% in all
adverse events. The most common symptoms were pyr-
exia (85% of patients). CRS occurred in 94 patients (93%
of patients) and most were grade 1 or 2. Sixty-five pa-
tients (64% of patients) developed neurotoxicity and the
majority of these patients developed grade 1 or 2 neuro-
logic events. A total of 101 patients were followed up for
a median of 27.1 months. The ORR was 83% and the CR
rate was 58%. The incidence of adverse events was simi-
lar to that in previous reports. Grade 3 or higher CRS
occurred in 12 patients (11% of patients) and 35 patients
(32% of patients) developed grade 3 or higher neurotox-
icity [21]. Besides, clinical trials of axicabtagene ciloleu-
cel for patients with FL have demonstrated encouraging
results recently. Eighty patients with FL were enrolled in

the clinical trial. The ORR was 95% and CR rate was
81%. Grade 3 or higher CRS occurred in 7% of the pa-
tients and the incidence of grade 3 or higher neurologic
adverse events was 15%.

Hu19-CD828Z
Clinical trial of FMC63-28Z had shown that neurologic
toxicity was a more vital clinical problem than CRS [22].
Hu19-CD828Z, a new developed anti-CD19 CAR, was
designed with a scFv from a fully-human anti-CD19
monoclonal antibody. FMC63-28Z (axi-cel), however,
had the murine scFv [23]. The clinical trial evaluated the
efficacy and safety of Hu19-CD828Z. Patients received
conditioning chemotherapy with fludarabine (30 mg/m2)
and cyclophosphamide (500 mg/m2) for 3 days. Then
they were administered with Hu19-CD828Z at 3 target
doses: 0.66 × 10^6, 2 × 10^6 and 6 × 10^6 cells/kg.
Twenty patients with B-cell lymphoma who received
previous treatments were enrolled in the trial. Incidence
of neurologic events in clinical trial of Hu19-CD828Z
was lower than that in clinical trial of FMC63-28Z. The
occurrence of grade 2 or higher neurotoxicity of Hu19-
CD828Z and FMC63-28Z were 20 and 77%, respectively.
Besides, the incidence of grade 3 or higher neurologic
events of Hu19-CD828Z and FMC63-28Z were 5 and
50%, respectively. These results may indicate the higher
safety of Hu19-CD828Z. Furthermore, serum levels of
immunological proteins such as IL-2, TNF-α and IFN-γ
were lower in patients who received Hu19-CD828Z T
cells than that in patients who received FMC63-28Z T
cells. Naive and central memory (CM) T cells had more
proliferation potential than effector memory and T-
effector memory T cells. And it was confirmed that
there was a higher percentage of CD4+ CAR-T cells
with naive or CM in Hu19-CD828Z T cells than those
in FMC63-28Z. In conclusion, patients treated with
Hu19-CD828Z had lower incidence of developing

Table 2 Completed CD19 CAR-T clinical trials for B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma

NCT
Number

Phase Status Locations Clinical outcomes

NCT01593696 Phase
I

Completed National Institutes of Health Clinical Center, 9000
RockvillePike, Bethesda, Maryland, United States

The CR rate was 59.6% (31/52). The occurrence rate of
serious adverse events and high grade CRS were
26.9% (14/52) and 9.6% (5/52).

NCT02132624 Phase
I / IIa

Completed Uppsala University Hospital, Dept of Oncology,
Uppsala,Sweden

Six of the 15 patients had complete responses (4/11
lymphoma and 2/4 ALL). Three patients developed severe
CRS in 15 patients and 2 patients developed high grade
ICANS.

NCT02030834 Phase
IIa

Completed Abramson Cancer Center of the University of
Pennsylvania,Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United
States

The objective response rate was 64% (18/28). Occurrence
rate of serious CRS and ICANS were 18% (5/28) and 11%
(3/28)

NCT01626495 Phase
I /IIa

Completed CHOP-http://www.chop.edu/service/oncology/
pediatric-cancer-research/cart-19-trial.html,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, UnitedStates

The CR rate was 25.8% (16/62) and CRi (complete
remission with incomplete blood count recovery) rate was
61.3% (38/62).

Abbreviations: CR complete response, CRS cytokine release syndrome, ICANS immune effector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome, CRi complete remission with
incomplete blood count recovery, ALL acute lymphoblastic leukemia
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Table 3 Clinical trials of chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy for B-cell lymphoma
NCT
Numberb

Conditionso Interventiont P
Phase
h

Number Dose D Outcomes O

NCT04169932 R/R B-cell lymphoma;
NHL

CD20 CAR-T Early
phase
I

20 (1, 2, 4, 8) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT03994913 R/R B-NHL CD19 CAR-T Phase I
Phase
II

78 NR NR

NCT04036019 B-cell lymphoma CD20 CAR- T Phase I 12 NR NR

NCT04429438 B-cell lymphoma 4SCAR19 and
4SCAR20/22/70/
PSMA/13/79b/GD2

Phase I
Phase
II

11 NR NR

NCT04381741 DLBCL CD19 CAR-T plus
PD1 monoclonal
antibody

Phase I 24 (1, 2, 3)×
10^6 cells/kg plus 200 mg Tislelizumab every
3 weeks for 6 times

NR

NCT04260932 B-cell lymphoma CD19/CD20 Dual-
CAR-T

Phase I 12 Escalated dose of (1–6) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT03929107 B-cell lymphoma IL-7 and chemokine
ligand 19-
expressing CD19-
CAR-T cells

Phase
II

80 NR NR

NCT03854994 B-cell lymphoma; B-ALL CD19 CAR-T Cells Phase I 10 (1–5) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT04316624 DLBCL C-CAR066 Phase I 10 Low: (1.0–3.0) × 10^6 cells/kg;
Medium: (3.0–6.0) × 10^6 cells/kg;
High: (6.0–9.0) × 10^6 cells/kg

NR

NCT04240808 NHL UCD19 CAR T Cells Phase I 20 NR NR

NCT04539444 R/R NHL CD19/22 CART Phase
II

20 3-day split-dose regimen at dose of (0.5–2) ×
10^6 cells/kg

NR

NCT03881761 B-cell lymphoma CD19/CD20
bispecific CAR-T

Phase I 50 (1–3) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT04486872 DLBCL Autologous
humanized CD19/
CD20 bispecific
CAR-T

Phase I 18 1.00 × 10^6 cells/kg, 3.00 × 10^6 cells/kg
or 5.00 × 10^6 cells/kg

NR

NCT04257578 B-NHL; DLBCL; High
grade B-cell lymphoma;
PMBCL; tFL

Axicabtagene
Ciloleucel

Phase I
Phase
II

20 NR NR

NCT03391726 B-cell lymphoma CD19 CAR-T Phase
II

20 NR NR

NCT04416984 B-cell lymphoma ALLO-647 Phase I
Phase
II

120 NR NR

NCT03103971 B-ALL; DLBCL; PMBL; R/R
B-NHL

CD19 CAR-T Phase I 73 NR NR

NCT03287817 DLBCL;
R/R DLBCL

AUTO3 Phase I
Phase
II

171 (50–900) × 10^6 cells NR

NCT04049513 B-NHL; DLBCL; PMBCL;
tFL; FL; MCL

WZTL002–1 Phase I 12 Starting dose of 5 × 10^4 cells/kg NR

NCT04432506 R/R DLBCL; R/R high
grade B-cell lymphoma;
R/R PMBCL; R/R tFL

Axicabtagene
Ciloleucel

Phase I 20 NR NR

NCT04532268 ALL; B-NHL Humanized CD19
CAR-T cells

Early
phase
I

72 NR NR

NCT03932955 Lymphoma MC-19PD1 CAR-T
cells

Phase I 15 NR NR

NCT04191941 B-NHL; B-ALL; MM Novel CAR-T Phase I 9 NR NR

NCT04007029 CLL; R/R DLBCL; FL;
MCL; PMBCL; SLL

CAR-T Phase I 24 NR NR

NCT04163302 B-cell lymphoma CD19-PD1-CAR-T
Cell

Phase
II

30 NR NR
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Table 3 Clinical trials of chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy for B-cell lymphoma (Continued)
NCT
Numberb

Conditionso Interventiont P
Phase
h

Number Dose D Outcomes O

NCT04215016 R/R DLBCL Patients With
Either CD19 or CD20
Positive

Autologous
humanized CD19/
CD20 bispecific
CAR-T

Phase I 18 The first dose is 1.0 × 10^6 cells/kg, the
second dose is 3.0 × 10^6 cells/kg and the
third dose is 8.0 × 10^6/kg.

NR

NCT03664635 R/R B-NHL MB-CART20.1 Phase I
Phase
II

19 Safety dose level: 1 × 10^5 cells/kg;
Dose level 1: 1 × 10^6 cells/kg;
Dose level 2: 3 × 10^6 cells/kg.

NR

NCT04088890 B-ALL; B-NHL; DLBCL CD22 CAR-T Phase I 95 ALL: 3 × 10^5 cells/kg(±20%); B-NHL: 1 ×
10^6 cells/kg, 3 × 10^6 cells/kg and 1 ×
10^7 cells/kg

NR

NCT03366324 ALL;
B-cell lymphoma

Second generation
CAR-T cells

Phase I
Phase
II

20 NR NR

NCT03277729 R/R B-NHL; CLL; R/R
DLBCL; Recurrent FL; Re-
current MCL; Recurrent
MZL

CAR-T Phase I
Phase
II

30 NR NR

NCT04532281 ALL; NHL CD19 CAR-T Early
phase
I

120 NR NR

NCT03398967 B-cell lymphoma Dual specificity
CD19 and CD20 or
CD22 CAR-T Cells

Phase I
Phase
II

80 NR NR

NCT02965092 ALL;
B-cell lymphoma

Second generation
CAR-T cells

Phase I
Phase
II

80 (0.89–4.01) × 10^6 CAR-T cells/kg Median overall survival (OS) was 16.1
months. The 6-month and 12-month
OS rates were 69.727 and 64.028%.

NCT02963038 B-cell lymphoma Autologous CD19-
targeting CAR T

Phase I
Phase
II

10 NR NR

NCT03383952 B-cell lymphoma ICAR19 CAR-T cells Phase I 20 NR NR

NCT04007978 B-cell lymphoma; ALL Third generation
CAR- T

Phase I 50 NR NR

NCT04532203 ALL; NHL CAR-T cells Early
phase
I

72 NR NR

NCT04603872 R/R MM; R/R ALL; R/R
NHL

CD19/BCMA CAR T-
cells

Early
phase
I

120 NR NR

NCT03939026 R/R Large B-Cell Lymph-
oma; R/R FL

ALLO-647 Phase I 54 NR NR

NCT04008251 ALL;
B-cell lymphoma

Second generation
humanized CAR-T

Phase I 10 NR NR

NCT03118180 Lymphoma CD19 CAR-T Phase I
Phase
II

50 NR NR

NCT02650414 B-cell lymphoma CD22 CAR-T Phase I 15 Subjects < 50 kg: (0.2–1) × 10^7 cells/kg
Subjects > 50 kg: (1–5) × 10^8 cells

NR

NCT04317885 B-NHL CD19/CD20-
directed CAR-T cells

Phase I 25 NR NR

NCT03166878 B-cell lymphoma UCART019 Phase I
Phase
II

80 Day 0: 10% of total dose. Day 1: 30% of total
dose if patient is stable. Day 2: 60% of total
dose if patient is stable.

NR

NCT03720457 DLBCL; FL CD19 CAR-T Phase I 18 NR NR

NCT03559439 B-cell lymphoma; B-ALL CD19 CAR T Phase I 9 Low: 1 × 10^5 cells/kg; Medium: 2 × 10^6
cells/kg; High: 6 × 10^6 cells/kg

NR

NCT04088864 B-cell lymphoma; ALL Autologous CD22
CAR T

Phase I 52 R/R B-ALL: 1 × 10^6 cells/kg (±20%).
Lymphoma: 1 × 10^6 cells/kg (±20%).

NR

NCT03696784 B-cell lymphoma iC9-CAR19 T cells Phase I 30 (1–2) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT04204161 R/R ALL;
B-cell lymphoma

CAR-T19/CAR-T22 Phase I 30 The recommand dose: 1 × 10^5/kg-
2.5 × 10^8/kg

NR
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Table 3 Clinical trials of chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy for B-cell lymphoma (Continued)
NCT
Numberb

Conditionso Interventiont P
Phase
h

Number Dose D Outcomes O

NCT03853616 ALL;
B-cell lymphoma; R/R
CLL

MB-CART19.1 Phase I
Phase
II

48 1 × 10^5/kg-3 × 10^6/kg NR

NCT03881774 B-cell lymphoma CAR-T cells Phase I 20 (0.5–3) × 10^6/kg NR

NCT04176913 DLBCL; FL; MCL; SLL LUCAR-20S CAR-T
cells

Phase I 41 NR NR

NCT04156243 B-cell lymphoma CD19 CAR T cells Early
phase
I

20 NR NR

NCT04089215 NHL; DLBCL; FL CD19 CAR-T Phase
II

82 1.0 × 10^8 and 1.5 × 10^8 cells Three month ORR: 60.3%

NCT04205838 DLBCL; High grade B-
cell lymphoma; R/R tFL;
R/R PMBCL

Axicabtagene
Ciloleucel

Phase
II

36 NR NR

NCT04464200 DLBCL; PMBCL;
tFL; CLL; MZL; WM;
Burkitt’s lymphoma;
Primary CNS lymphoma

19(T2)28z1xx CAR T
cells

Phase I 60 Planned flat-dose levels: (25, 50, 100, 150,
200) × 10^6 cells;
De-escalation dose: 12.5 × 10^6 cells.

NR

NCT04545762 Refractory NHL; Burkitt
lymphoma; MCL; FL;
PMBCL;
DLBCL; SLL

CD19 CAR-T cells Phase I 36 Starting dose: 5 × 10^5 cells/kg NR

NCT03999697 DLBCL; FL; MCL; Plasma
cell neoplasm

CD22 CAR-T Phase I 10 NR NR

NCT04214886 B-ALL;
B-cell lymphoma

CD19-CD34 CAR-T Phase I 24 1 × 10^6 cells/kg (± 20%) to 2 × 10^6 cells/
kg

NR

NCT03666000 NHL; B-ALL PBCAR0191 Phase I
Phase
II

92 Starting dose: 3 × 10^5 cells/kg;
Subsequent dose groups: escalating doses to
a maximum dose of 9 × 10^6 cells/kg.

NR

NCT02772198 B-ALL; B-NHL CD19 CAR T cells Phase I
Phase
II

300 NR ORR was 84% (30/36) in ALL and
62% (32/52) in NHL.

NCT04156178 B-cell lymphoma CD20-CD19 CAR-T Early
phase
I

12 NR NR

NCT03743246 Precursor cell
lymphoblastic leukemia-
lymphoma; B-cell
lymphoma

JCAR017 Phase I
Phase
II

121 0.05 × 10^6–0.75 × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT03676504 ALL; CLL; DLBCL; FL;
MCL

CD19 CAR T Cells Phase I
Phase
II

48 1 × 10^6 cells/m^2 to 20 × 10^7 cells/m^2 NR

NCT03448393 ALL;
B-cell lymphoma; B-NHL

CD19/CD22 CAR T-
Cells

Phase I 89 1 × 10^5 cells/kg (+/− 20%); 3 × 10^5 cells/
kg (+/− 20%); 1 × 10^6 cells/kg; 3 × 10^6
cells/kg (+/− 20%); 1 × 10^7 cells/kg (+/−
20%).

NR

NCT04186520 B-NHL; MCL CAR-T Phase I
Phase
II

32 2.5 × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT02631044 NHL; DLBCL; FL; MCL;
PMBCL

JCAR017 Phase I 314 50 × 10 CAR-T cells [one or two doses],
100 × 10 CAR-T cells, and 150 × 10 CAR-T
cells.

ORR was 73% and CR rate was 53%
among 256 patients with B-NHL.

NCT03744676 B-NHL;
B-cell lymphoma;
DLBCL

lisocabtagene
maraleucel

Phase
II

80 NR NR

NCT02706405 DLBCL; PMBCL JCAR014 Phase I 42 NR NR

NCT04226989 ALL; NHL CT-RD06 Early
phase
I

72 NR NR

NCT04314843 B-cell lymphoma Axicabtagene
Ciloleucel

Phase I
Phase
II

36 NR NR
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neurologic events, lower levels of immunological pro-
teins in serum, higher proliferation potentials of T cells
and longer-term persistence of CAR-T cells [24].

Tisagenlecleucel
There was a multicenter, international phase II study of
tisagenlecleucel involving adult patients who cannot re-
ceive ASCT for some reasons or had poor prognosis
after ASCT [25]. Tisagenlecleucel consisted of CD8
transmembrane domain and 4-1BB costimulatory do-
main. In this clinical trial, 165 patients were enrolled
and 111 received an infusion of tisagenlecleucel at a me-
dian dose of 3.0 × 10^8 T cells (range 0.1 × 10^8 to 6.0 ×
10^8). Ninety-two percent of the patients received bridg-
ing therapy before infusion of CAR-T cells. Among 93
patients who had 3months or more follow-up, the best
ORR was 52%. Forty percent of patients received CR and
12% of patients reached PR. Thirty-eight percent of pa-
tients achieved a response and the CR rate was 32% at 3
months follow-up. Thirty percent of patients remained
in CR at 6 months. At 12 months follow-up, the overall
survival rate was 49% among all patients who received
infusion of CAR-T cells and 95% of those patients still
remained in CR. The most common adverse events was
CRS, which occurred in 58% of patients. Fourteen per-
cent of patients received tocilizumab and 10% of patients
received both tocilizumab and glucocorticoids for CRS
management. Neurologic events occurred in 21% of pa-
tients. Among these patients, nine patients had grade 3
or 4 neurologic events and CRS at the same time [25].

Lisocabtagene maraleucel
Lisocabtagene maraleucel is an autologous anti-CD19
CAR-T cell product with a CD28 transmembrane do-
main and 4-1BB co-stimulatory domain for patients with
relapsed or refractory large B-cell lymphoma. Lisocabta-
gene maraleucel had a defined 1:1 ratio of CD4:CD8 T
cells. There was a multicentre study of lisocabtagene

maraleucel, named as TRANSCEND, to evaluate the effi-
cacy and safety of lisocabtagene maraleucel. A total of
344 patients were enrolled. Fifty patients failed to receive
CAR-T cells for some reasons among them. Fifty-nine
percent of the patients received bridging therapy before
infusion. Patients were assigned to one of three target
dose levels (50 × 106, 100 × 106and 150 × 106 CAR-T
cells). Twenty-five patients received non-conforming
CAR-T cells and 269 patients succeeded in infusion of at
least one dose of CAR-T cells among the remaining 294
patients. However, thirteen patients were excluded from
269 patients for no PET-positive disease. In the end,
there were 256 patients included in the efficacy-
evaluable set. One hundred and eighty-six (73%) patients
reached OR, with 53% of patients in CR. CRS occurred
in 113 patients (42%) and grade 3 or 4 CRS occurred in
6 (2%) patients. Moreover, 27 (10%) patients experienced
grade 3 or 4 neurotoxicities [26].

Discussion of clinical trials
Clinical trials of CAR-T have demonstrated durable re-
mission. However, the response rates were different. The
construct of CAR-T product may contribute to the dif-
ference in response rates. Axicabtagene ciloleucel con-
sists of CD28 transmembrane domain and CD28 co-
stimulatory domain [20]. Tisagenlecleucel consists of
CD8 transmembrane domain and 4-1BB co-stimulatory
domain [25]. And lisocabtagene maraleucel is composed
of CD28 transmembrane domain and 4-1BB co-
stimulatory domain. The ORR was 82, 52 and 73%, re-
spectively. Patients who received CAR-T products with
CD28 transmembrane domains tended to have higher
ORR than patients who received CAR-T products with
CD8 transmembrane domains in clinical trials. Besides,
the bridging therapy before infusion could affectresponse
rates. Patients did not receive systemic bridging therapy
in ZUMA-1. The ORR and CR rate were 82 and 54%, re-
spectively. In clinical trial of tisagenlecleucel, most

Table 3 Clinical trials of chimeric antigen receptor T-cell therapy for B-cell lymphoma (Continued)
NCT
Numberb

Conditionso Interventiont P
Phase
h

Number Dose D Outcomes O

NCT03497533 B-NHL TriCAR-T-CD19 Phase I
Phase
II

6 (0.5–1) × 10^6 CAR-T cells/kg NR

NCT03720496 B-NHL CD19-TriCAR-T Phase I 6 (0.1–1) × 10^6 cells/kg NR

NCT03105336 FL; MZL; Indolent NHL Axicabtagene
ciloleucel

Phase
II

160 NR NR

NCT03310619 NHL; DLBCL; FL JCAR017 Phase I
Phase
II

75 50 × 10^6 CAR-T cells; 100 × 10^6 CAR-T
cells.

NR

Abbreviations: CAR chimeric antigen receptor, ORR objective response rate, CR complete response, DLBCL diffuse large B-cell lymphoma, B-ALL B-cell acute
lymphoblastic leukemia, NHL non-Hodgkin lymphoma, B-NHL B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, R/R B-NHL refractory/relapsed B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, PMBCL
primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma, FL follicular lymphoma, tFL transformed follicular lymphoma, R/R tFL refractory/relapsed transformed follicular
lymphoma, MCL mantle cell lymphoma, MM multiple myeloma, SLL small lymphocytic lymphoma, CLL chronic lymphocytic leukemia, MZL marginal zone
lymphoma, WM Waldenstrom macroglobulinemia
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patients received bridging therapy. The ORR and CR
rate were lower than that in ZUMA-1. There was one
clinical study to evaluate the impact of bridging therapy
on outcomes of 148 patients with B-NHL who under-
went leukapheresis for axicabtagene ciloleucel infusion.
The one-year PFS rate was 40% and the overall survival
rate was 65% in patients who did not receive bridging
therapy. These two rates were 21 and 48% in patients
who received bridging therapy [27]. However, the rea-
sons why bridging therapy could have impact on re-
sponse and survival rate in B-NHL patients treated with
CAR-T cell therapy are still unclear. Moreover, host sys-
tematic inflammation and tumor burden before treat-
ment can be determining factors for the clinical
outcomes of CAR-T cell therapy [28].

Chimeric antigen receptor T-cell-associated toxicities and
managements
Despite the remarkable clinical efficacy for patients with
B-NHL or other B-cell malignancies, CAR-T cell-
associated toxicities such as CRS can be observed in
clinical trials, which limit the number of patients who
are eligible for CAR-T cell therapy. CRS and immune ef-
fector cell-associated neurotoxicity syndrome (ICANS)
are the two most common CAR-T cell-associated toxic-
ities [29].

CRS
CRS is the most common adverse event of CAR-T cell
therapy [30]. CRS is defined as a clinical syndrome that
may occur after cell therapy due to the release of cyto-
kines (substances secreted by immune cells) into the
body’s blood stream. The common clinical manifesta-
tions of CRS include fever, myalgias, headache, fatigue
or other ful-like clinical presentations. Hypotension,
hypoxia, coagulopathy and multiorgan dysfunction are
severe symptoms of CRS. Severe symptoms are life-
threatening and patients often need vasopressors, venti-
lation support and other supportive treatments [31, 32].
Fever occurs firstly in the majority of patients and serves
as the hallmark of CRS while the severity of CRS is usu-
ally judged by hypotension and hypoxia [33]. Abnormal
indexes detected in patients with CRS include elevated
C-reactive protein (CRP), ferritin, interleukin-6 (IL-6),
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα), interferon gamma
(IFNγ), cytopenias, coagulation abnormalities, elevated
liver function, and elevated creatinine. Analysis of clin-
ical data showed that high tumor burden, high T-cell
doses and high peak of T-cell expansion can increase the
incidence of CRS. The severity of CRS may be associated
with tumor burden, inflammatory levels, conditioning
therapy and doses of CAR-T cells. CRS is triggered by
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines released by
CAR-T cells. The immune process begins with CAR-T

recognizing and binding to targeted cells, then the acti-
vated CAR-T cells can produce effector cytokines such
as IFNγ, TNFα and IL-2. Effector cytokines make mono-
cytes release inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6,
IFNγ and IL-10. These inflammatory cytokines can re-
sult in clinical manifestations of CRS mentioned above.
Treatments including tocilizumab, corticosteriods, vaso-
active drugs, mechanical ventilation and other support-
ive measures should be used for patients who developed
severe CRS in time [34]. IL-6, as one inflammatory cyto-
kine of CRS, leads to the clinical application of the IL-6
receptor inhibitor such as tocilizumab for the manage-
ment of CRS [35]. Tocilizumab blocks membrane-bound
as well as soluble IL-6 receptors. A retrospective analysis
for patients with CRS after the treatment with CTL019
and KTE-C19 on prospective clinical trials showed that
69% of patients (31/45) in clinical trial of CTL019 had a
response within 14 days of the first dose of tocilizumab.
And 53% of patients (8/15) in the clinical trial of KTE-
C19 received a response after treatment of tocilizumab.
No tocilizumab-related adverse events were reported
[36]. Corticosteriods are used in clinical experience due
to the extensive effects on immune system and often
used in tocilizumab-refractory cases. However, corticos-
teriods may influence the activation and proliferation of
CAR-T cells [34]. Besides, many third-line agents such
as siltuximab, cyclophosphamide and anakinra have been
applied in cases of refractory CRS. Janus kinase–signal
transducers and activators of transcription (JAK-STAT)
pathway plays an important role on inducing biologic
activity for many inflammatory cytokines and mediators.
There was a phase II clinical trial of itacitinib, a JAK1 in-
hibitor, for the management of CRS induced by CAR-T
cell therapy [37]. The clinical trial showed that itacitinib
could reduce cytokines levels such as IL-6, IL-12, and
IFN-γ in murine models of inflammation. Previous re-
searches have demonstrated that host macrophages are
the main source of IL-6 after CAR-T cells infusion [38].
Itacitinib can reduce the level of IL-6 released by macro-
phages and reduce cytokines production of CAR-T cells
without affecting proliferation and anti-tumor activity of
CAR-T cells [37]. Due to the specific role of macrophage
in CRS, new therapies targeting macrophage-involved
pathways such as GM-CSF and atrial natriuretic peptide
(ANP) have great potential [39]. Besides, hemofiltration
and plasma exchange can be used to control severe CRS
in some patients which cannot be relieved by corticos-
teriods, tocilizumab and other treatments.

ICANS
Neurotoxicity or ICANS is the second most common
toxicity related to CAR-T cell therapy. ICANS typically
occurs 4 to 5 days after CAR-T treatment, lasts 5 to 10
days and can range from disorientation and aphasia to
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potentially life-threatening brain edema. A variety of
symptoms can be observed ranging from early symptoms
such as word-finding difficulty, confusion, headache and
impaired attention to more severe presentations including
damaging motor skills, seizures, descending level of con-
sciousness, coma, cerebral edema, and death. High tumor
burden, high infused doses of CAR-T cells, high-intensity
lymphodepletion and preexisting neurologic complica-
tions could be the risk factors for ICANS [32]. Serum bio-
marker analysis showed the associations of IL-6, IL-15, IL-
2Rα, and other biomarkers with grade 3 or higher CRS
and ICANS. However, CAR-T cells levels and some spe-
cific cytokines, including IL-2, GM-CSF, and ferritin, were
associated only with grade 3 or higher ICANS, but not se-
vere CRS [40, 41]. Besides, baseline level of blood platelet
< 60 × 109, mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration
(MCHC) > 33.2% and morphologic disease (> 5% blasts)
can also serve as predictive biomarkers for severe neuro-
toxicity [32]. Patients with ICANS are difficult in having
good response to treatment compared to patients with
CRS. As a result, patients usually need more
hospitalization time and supportive care [42]. The best
treatment for ICANS is still unknown nowdays. Support-
ive therapy can manage patients with grade 1 or 2 ICANS.
And patients with grade 3 or higher ICANS are usually
treated with corticosteriods in addition to supportive ther-
apy. Patients with grade 4 or more severe ICANS usually
need therapy on the intensive care unit along with intub-
ation and mechanical ventilation [43]. In patients with de-
pressed level of consciousness, dexamethasone should be
used to control the seizure of disease [44]. Tocilizumab,
the IL-6 antagonist, is not recommended using for ICANS
according to relevant studies because it has poor capacity
of Blood-Brain-Barrier (BBB) penetration. Anakinra, an
IL-1 receptor antagonist, have demonstrated great poten-
tial to prevent both CRS and ICANS in murine models
[45]. Besides, lenzilumab, a neutralizing antibody against
granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-
CSF), also has shown great potency to relieve the severity
of neurotoxicity in a phase II study [46]. Cerebral edema
is the most serious complication of ICANS. In the clinical
trial (JCAR015)for patients with ALL, 5 patients died of
severe cerebral edema with blood-brain barrier disruption.
Mannitol or hypertonic saline should be used to decrease
cranial pressure of patients with cerebral edema [47].
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) and Electroenceph-
alogram (EEG) abnormalities are common in patients with
ICANS, which can help us detect and manage neurotox-
icity after CAR-T cell therapy better [48].

Other adverse events
Lymphodepletion can reduce the level of regulatory T
cells and promote proliferation of CAR-T cells. How-
ever, lymphodepletion by fludarabine and

cyclophosphamide may cause hematological abnormal-
ities such as neutropenia, leukopenia, anemia, and
thrombocytopenia. Off-target toxicity of CAR-T cell
therapy is that CAR-T cells react with normal tissue
without expression of targeting antigen. On-target off-
tumor toxicity of CAR-T cell therapy is that CAR-T cells
recognize and bind to targeted antigens expressed on
normal cells, and the outcomes are more severe when
occurred on treatment for solid tumors than
hematological malignancies. In addition, on-target on-
tumor toxicity is induced by rapid destruction of tumor
cells. The release of contents in tumor cells can cause
metabolic disorder and affect organ functions. On-target
on-tumor toxicity, or tumor lysis syndrome, was re-
ported in the CAR-T cell therapy for patients with ALL
[12]. Tumor lysis syndrome of CAR-T cell therapy can
result in life-threatening arrhythmias and renal failure
when patients with high tumor burden. Therefore, lym-
phodepleting chemotherapy is important before admin-
istration of CAR-T cells in these patients. Infections are
common after CAR-T cell therapy. The increased risk of
infections are associated with the use of corticosteroids
and tocilizumab. Monitoring and treatment of hypogam-
maglobulinemia, prevention and management of infec-
tions are important.

Current problems of CAR-T cell therapy in B-NHL
Although CAR-T cell therapies have had a marked im-
pact on the management of patients with B-cell malig-
nancies including chemotherapy refractory aggressive B-
NHL, initial CRs were observed in about 90% of patients
with ALL in clinical trials while the CR rate of patients
with B-NHL was inferior [49]. There are several reasons
for the inferior responses. Lymphomas are solid tumors
which have a physical barrier to prevent CAR-T cells to
contact tumor cells. Besides, CAR-T cells have to over-
come the immunosuppressive effects of regulatory T
cells (Tregs), tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs),
myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) and inhibi-
tory substances in the tumor microenvironment (TME).
CAR-T cells could also lack chemokines to enter lymph-
oid tissues [50, 51]. Tregs play a vital role in maintaining
immune tolerance to self-antigens but can also suppress
antitumor immunity. One study found that antibody-
mediated consumption of 4-1BB-expressing cells can de-
crease tumor growth on murine tumor models and 4–1
BB was highly selectively for human tumor Tregs [52].
The combination of CAR-T cells with corresponding
antibodies may increase antitumor effects of CAR-T cell
therapy. The TAMs are one of the components of non-
tumor stromal cells in TME and play an important role
in occurrence and progression of tumors including
hematological malignancies [53, 54]. Combined with
agents that target TAMs and developing CARs that
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target antigens expressed by TAMs can overcome the
immunosuppression. The programmed cell death pro-
tein 1 (PD-1) and programmed death-ligand 1/2 (PD-
L1/L2) play an important role in suppressing the antitu-
mor immune response. The up-regulation of PD-1 is as-
sociated with T-cell exhaustion. Overexpression of PD-
L1 in tumor cells has been confirmed to inhibit CAR-T
cell function [55]. Blocking the pathway with immune
checkpoint inhibitors can reverse T-cell exhaustion and
increase the antitumor effects of CAR-T cell therapy [51,
56]. Furthermore, age of patient and T-cell quality may
affect the function of CAR-T cell. A clinical trial ana-
lyzed differences in production features and phenotype
of CD19 CAR-T cells with CD28 co-stimulatory do-
mains between ALL and B-NHL patients. In the clinical
trial, 100% of ALL patients and 94% of B-NHL patients
received CAR-T cells at the target dose of 1 × 10^6 cells/
kg. CAR-T cells in ALL patients expanded better than
that in NHL patients. Besides, the CAR-T cells from
ALL patients contained more naive T cells (TN) than
CAR-T cells from B-NHL patients did. They also found
that CAR-T cells of younger patients (< 20 years) dem-
onstrated an increased fold expansion compared with
older patients (≥20 years). The ORR was 84% (30/36) in
ALL patients and 62% (32/52) in B-NHL patients [57].
TNcells (CD45RA + CCR7+) have long-term prolifera-
tion in vivo after administration, which can possibly en-
hance the clinical outcome of CAR-T cell therapy [58].
Analysis of the clinical trial demonstrated no significant
differences in other phenotypes between ALL group and
NHL group. The inferior response rate of CAR-T cell
therapy for NHL patients may attribute to lower quality
of CAR-T cells manufactured from patients with NHL.
Further efforts is required to overcome the limitation.
Manufacture failure and high cost of the therapy impact
the clinical applications of CAR-T therapy. “Off-the-
shelf” strategies and allogeneic CAR-T products could
help us overcome these limitations [59, 60]. Besides,
CAR-T cell-associated toxicities including CRS and
ICANS have impeded the feasibility of CAR-T therapy
and limited the number of patients who are eligible for
this treatment. Although there are some solutions to
deal with adverse events, new strategies which can pre-
vent the occurrence of toxicities associated with CAR-T
therapy are still needed. Modifying CAR structure could
be one solution to decrease the incidence of adverse
events. A phase I clinical trial found that a new anti-
CD19 CAR-T cell (CD19-BBz(86)) with co-stimulatory
4-1BB and CD3ζ domains produced lower levels of cyto-
kines. And no patients developed high-grade CRS or
ICANS [61]. Utilizing humanized antibody fragments
could decrease the immunogenicity of CAR and decrease
the release of cytokines. For example, in the clinical trial
of Hu19-CD828Z, designed with a scFv from a fully-

human anti-CD19 monoclonal antibody and CD28 costi-
mulatory domain, a lower incidence of high-grade ICAN
S than murine-derived CAR was observed [24].

New developments of CAR-T cell therapy
Anti-CD19 CAR-T cell therapies have significantly im-
proved efficacy in patients with refractory B-NHL. How-
ever, some patients relapsed after anti-CD19 CAR-T cell
therapy. It is important to understand the mechanisms
of relapse or non-response in patients with B-NHL after
CAR-T cell therapy. There are two main mechanisms of
relapse. The mechanisms of antigen positive relapse are
associated with limited CAR-T cells persistence or B cell
aplasia. The determinants of CAR-T cell persistence
have yet to be fully determined. Internal quality of T cell
and T cell phenotype could influence CAR-T cell per-
sistence in vivo. And the mechanisms of antigen nega-
tive relapse are antigen down regulation and antigen
loss. These limitations of current CAR-T cell therapy in-
dicate the necessity of new-generation CAR-T cell ther-
apy (Table 4).

B-cell activating factor receptor (BAFF-R)-targeted CAR-T
cell therapy
Although CAR-T cells have achieved great efficacy on B-
cell malignancies, antigen loss and lack of therapeutic
persistence could result in disease relapse, which indi-
cate the need for novel target selection and for improv-
ing the efficacy and persistence of the CAR-T cells. B-
cell activating factor (BAFF) is a member of the tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily, and it can activate
and promote proliferation of B lymphocytes [62]. BAFF-
R is a pro-survival receptor expressed on most malignant
B cells and plays an important role in the proliferation
of malignant lymphoma cells. Although BAFF-R is
widely expressed on B-cells, serum BAFF levels were ele-
vated in B-NHL patients compared to BAFF levels in
healthy donors. High BAFF levels indicated aggressive
disease and poor response to therapy. The blockade of
BAFF and BAFF-R can be a therapeutic strategy in B-
NHL [63]. The BAFF-R-targeted CAR-T cells can elim-
inate human malignant B cells expressing BAFF-R. Be-
sides, BAFF-R-targeted CAR-T cells can kill human
lymphoma and ALL cells with CD19 antigen loss in
murine models effectively [62].

CD20-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
The majority of B-cell lymphomas express CD20 and the
over-expression of CD20 could indicate highly progres-
sive disease [64]. CD20 phosphorylation was reported to
be higher in proliferating malignant B cells than normal
B cells [65]. A phase I clinical trial studied the second
generation anti-CD20 CAR-T cells in 7 patients with re-
fractory and relapsed DLBCL. Six of seven patients could
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be evaluated after CAR-T therapy and five of whom
experienced tumor regression. Four of six evaluable
patients achieved PR. However, three of these four
patients eventually relapsed [66].

CD19/CD20-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
There was a phase II clinical trial of co-administration of
anti-CD19 CAR-T cells and anti-CD20 CAR-T cells for
patients with refractory and relaped DLBCL. Twenty-five
patients were enrolled in this trial and 21 patients re-
ceived CAR-T infusion. Seventeen patients reached OR
with 11 patients in CR. And the toxicities were manage-
able [67]. The result indicated an accessible choice for
patients with refractory or relapsed DLBCL. A phase I/
IIa clinical trial was designed to evaluate the efficacy and
safety of TanCAR7 T cells for patients with relapsed or
refractory B-cell lymphoma. TanCAR7 T cells can target
both CD19 and CD20 with co-stimulatory domain of 4-
1BB. A total of 28 patients received the infusion of Tan-
CAR7 cells. The first 7 patients were treated at a dose of
0.5–6 × 10^6 cells/kg, and 21 patients were treated at a
dose of 1–8 × 10^6 cells/kg. The ORR was 79% and the
CR rate was 71%. PFS rate was 64% at 12 months follow-
up. CRS occurred in 50% of patients (14/28). Grade 3 or
higher CRS were observed in 14% of patients. ICANS
occurred in 6 patients. And no patients developed grade
3 or higher ICANS [68].

CD22-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
CD22, a member of sialic acid-binding immunoglobulin-
like lectin (Siglec) family, is an inhibitory co-receptor of
B-cell receptor that is exclusively expressed on B-cells.
CD22 is highly expressed on B-cell lymphomas and leu-
kemias so it has become an therapeutic target of cell
therapy [69]. A phase I dose escalation study evaluated

the efficacy and safety of CD22-targeted CAR-T cell
therapy in patients with large B-cell lymphoma who re-
lapsed following anti-CD19 CAR-T therapy. Three pa-
tients whose disease progressed after multiple
treatments including previous anti-CD19 CAR-T therapy
were enrolled. All patients received CR and no severe
adverse events occurred after infusion of CD22 CAR-T
cells. The study showed that CD22 could serve as a po-
tential target of CAR-T cell therapy in large B-cell
lymphoma [70].

CD19/CD22 dual-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
Clinical trials of CD19/CD22 bispecific CAR-T cell ther-
apy have manifested encouraging efficacy in B-cell ma-
lignancies. One patient with B-cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia (B-ALL) has maintained minimal residual dis-
ease (MRD)-negative remission for over 14 months after
CD19/CD22 bispecific CAR-T cell therapy [71]. Besides,
there is an ongoing phase I/II research studies the effi-
cacy and safety of AUTO3, a bispecific CAR-T targeting
both CD19 and CD22, in patients with relapsed/refrac-
tory DLBCL. Twenty-three patients were recruited and
16 patients received AUTO3. Sixty-nine percent of pa-
tients received OR and 56% of patients reached CR
among 16 patients with DLBCL. There was no high
grade adverse events related to AUTO3 treatment. Be-
sides, there was another clinical trial that aimed at the
efficacy and adverse events of CD19/CD22 CAR-T cell
therapy for aggressive B-cell lymphoma involving gastro-
intestinal tract. Ten patients got OR and 7 patients
achieved CR among all 14 recruited individuals with B-
cell lymphoma involving gastrointestinal tract. CRS and
gastrointestinal tract adverse events were manageable
[72]. However, anti-CD22 agents cannot differentiate
normal B cells from malignant B cells, resulting in side

Table 4 B cell lymphoma antigens targeted by CAR-T cells

CAR-T
antigen

Clinical study Disease

CD19 Safety and feasibility of anti-CD19 CAR T cells with fully human binding domains in patients with B-cell
lymphoma

B-cell lymphoma;
B-ALL

BAFF-R Antitumor efficacy of BAFF-R targeting CAR T cells manufactured under clinic-ready conditions B- ALL;
B-NHL

CD20 Phase II trial of co-administration of CD19- and CD20-targeted chimeric antigen receptor T cells for relapsed
and refractory diffuse large B cell lymphoma

R/R DLBCL

CD22 CD19/CD22 Dual-Targeted CAR-T Therapy Active in Relapsed/Refractory DLBCL R/R DLBCL

CD79b Targeting CD79b for Chimeric Antigen Receptor T-Cell Therapy of B-Cell Lymphomas B-cell lymphoma

CD37 Preclinical development of CD37CAR T-cell therapy for treatment of B-cell lymphoma R/R B-NHL

PD-1 CD19-Specific CAR-T Cells that Express a PD-1/CD28 Chimeric Switch-Receptor is Effective in Patients with
PD-L1 Positive B-Cell Lymphoma

PD-L1 Positive B-Cell
Lymphoma

Igκ T lymphocytes redirected against the κ light chain of human immunoglobulin efficiently kill mature B
lymphocyte-derived malignant cells

Low-grade NHL;
B-CLL

Abbreviations: CAR chimeric antigen receptor, B-ALL B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia, B-NHL B-cell non-Hodgkin lymphoma, R/R DLBCL relapsed and refractory
diffuse large B cell lymphoma, PD-1 programmed cell death protein-1, PD-L1 programmed death ligand 1, B-CLL B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia
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effects such as hemocytopenia. More strategies need to
be developed to overcome the limitation of CD22-
targeted CAR-T cell therapy.

Trispecific CD19-CD20-CD22-targeted duoCAR-T
A preclinical research engineered trispecific duoCAR-T
cells that target CD19, CD20, and CD22. The duoCAR
consisted of a CAR that can target CD19 and CD20,
linked by the P2A self-cleaving peptide to a second CAR
targeting CD22. In the murine models bearing a mixture
of B-cell lymphoma lines composed of CD19 negative,
CD20 negative, and CD22 negative variants, the trispeci-
fic duoCAR-T cells could efficiently kill tumor cells. In
contrast, monoCAR-T cells such as CD19-targeted
CAR-T cells failed to prevent tumor progression. The
research demonstrated that multispecific CAR-T cells
can be a promising method to prevent antigen down
regulation or antigen loss relapse [73].

CD79b-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
B-cell receptor (BCR) is important for persistence and
development of mature B cells and plays an essential
role on tumorigenesis of B-cell lymphoma. CD79b, a sig-
naling part of B-cell receptor, is a B-cell-restricted sur-
face antigen expressed on both mature B cells and B-
cell-derived malignancies such as B-NHL. One study de-
tected the expression of CD79b on patients with differ-
ent types of B-cell malignancies including DLBCL,
Burkitt lymphoma, FL, and evaluated the efficacy of
anti-CD79b CAR-T cells in vitro and in vivo. They
found that the expression of CD79b on tumor cells of
patients with different types of B-cell malignancies was
wide. The CD79b mean fluorescence intensities (MFIs)
of malignant lymphoma cells were similar to or higher
than the MFI of normal B cells. Anti-CD79b CAR-T
cells showed remarkable efficacy on tumors cells [74].

CD37-targeted CAR-T cell therapy
CD37 is a member of tetraspanin superfamily mainly
expressed on mature B cells including normal and ma-
lignancy B cells. The expression of CD37 in normal tis-
sues is restricted to lymphoid organs such as spleen,
lymph nodes and bone marrow [75]. High expression of
CD37 has been detected across multiple types of B-
NHL, which makes CD37 a potential target of immuno-
therapy for B-NHL patients [76]. The function of CD37
is not fully understood, but researches indicated that
CD37 was involved in immune regulation and tumor
supression [77]. CD37 is one of the potential targets for
immunotherapy of B-NHL and some studies are on-
going, for example, 212Pb-NNV003, IMGN529,
AGS67E, BI 836826 and anti-CD37 CAR-T. A preclin-
ical study confirmed the high expression of CD37 on
tumor cells of DLBCL, FL, MCL, MZL and CLL, which

demonstrated the remarkable efficacy of anti-CD37
CAR-T to both CD19 positive B-cell lymphoma cell line
and CD19 negative cell line in vitro. Besides, the CAR-T
product reduced the growth of tumor cells in murine
models and prolonged survival of mice, regardless of
CD19 expression [76].

PD-1 and CAR-T
PD-1 and PD-L1/L2 have been proved the important role
on tumor immune escape, tumor progression and tumor
survivals in various malignancies. And many experiments
showed the highly expressed PD-L1 on lymphoma cells
and up-regulated level of PD-1 in tumor-infiltrating lym-
phocytes, which indicates that PD-1/PD-L1 could be a
therapeutic target for lymphoma. PD-1 is mainly
expressed on activated T cells, B cells, and natural killer
cells. PD-L1 or PD-L2 are mainly expressed on varieties of
immune cells and tumor cells. High frequency of PD-L1
positivity has been detected in many types of B-cell
lymphomas. The expression of PD-L1 was detected in 80
of 260 patients with DLBCL in one study [78]. There was
a multicenter study of anti-CD19 CAR-T cells expressing
PD-1/CD28 chimeric switch-receptor in 17 patients with
large B-cell lymphoma including 15 PD-L1+ cases. Ten
patients received OR and 7 of them received CR, while no
severe ICANS or CRS occurred. This study showed the
encouraging efficacy and safety of the anti-CD19 CAR-T
cells expressing PD-1/CD28 chimeric switch-receptor. Be-
sides, combination of CAR-T cell therapy and PD-1 block-
ade such as nivolumab and pembrolizumab have been
applied to enhance anti-tumor efficacy in murine models
and clinical trials. Eleven patients with relapsed/refractory
lymphoma received CAR-T cells infusion at a dose of 5–
11 × 10^6 cells/kg. All 11 patients were infused with nivo-
lumab at a dose of 3mg/kg after 3 days of CD19 CAR-T
cells infusion. Nine patients (81.8%) achieved OR with 5
patients (45.5%) in CR. CRS occurred in 9 patients and all
CRS were grade 1 or 2. Besides, no patients developed
ICANS in the study. Other adverse events such as cytope-
nia and febrile syndrome were manageable [79, 80]. Fur-
thermore, PD-1 not only can enhance the anti-tumor
effect of CAR-T, but also can avoid B-cell aplasia via killer
inhibitory receptor (KIR)/PD-1-based inhibitory anti-
CD19 CAR-T. When KIR is engaged to human leukocyte
antigen C1 (HLA-C1) on normal B-cells, it will deliver an
inhibitory signaling via the intracellular PD-1 domain to
avoid the destruction of normal B-cells caused by CAR-T
cells (Fig. 3) [81].

Multi-antigen-targeted CAR-T
Relevant studies have shown that antigen escape and on-
target, off-tumor toxicities of CAR-T limit the applica-
tion greatly [82]. Multi-antigen-targeted CAR-T, a new
developing direction of CAR-T, is potential in
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overcoming antigen escape and on-target, off-tumor tox-
icities of previous CAR-T therapies. Multi-antigen-
targeted CAR-T therapies mainly include pooled CAR-T
cells, dual CAR-T cells, tandem CAR-T cells and triva-
lent CAR-T cells. Pooled CAR-T cells are a mixture of
two CAR-T cell lines that target different antigens. Dual
CAR-T is that two different chimeric antigen receptors
are expressed in a single engineered T-cell. Tandem
CAR-T is that two antigen-binding domains are con-
nected in tandem to a single CAR. And trivalent CAR-T
is that three distinct CARs are expressed in a single T
cell. Multi-antigen-targeted CAR-T using the “OR” logic
gate can effectively mitigate antigen escape and enhance
anti-tumor efficacy while the “AND” and “NOT” logic-
gated CAR-T cells can modulate the relationship be-
tween anti-tumor effect and on-target, off-tumor toxic-
ities [83].

Armored CAR-T cells and fourth-generation CAR-T
The armored CAR-T cell consists of two co-stimulatory
domains, for example, CD28/4-1BB/CD3ζ or CD28/OX-
40/CD3ζ, while second-generation CAR-T cell, the most
widely used CAR-T in clinical trials, consists of one co-
stimulatory domain. In comparison to conventional
CAR-T, the armored CAR-T cells can achieve stronger
levels of proliferation, persistence and IL-2 production.
The armored CAR-T cells have superior activity and
persistence in murine lymphoma models. However, they
have not been widely applied in clinical trials of human
[84, 85]. Fourth-generation CAR-T is called T cell redir-
ected for antigen-unrestricted cytokine-initiated killing
(TRUCKs), which can produce and release transduced
cytokines such as IL-12, IL-15 or IL-18 to enhance the
activity of CAR-T cells, change the tumor environment
and achieve self-activation by autocrine pathways [86,
87].

Allogeneic CAR-T cell therapy and universal CARs
Autologous CAR-T therapies have achieved great clinical
progress in B-NHL. However, some patients may fail to
receive CAR-T cells infusion as a result of manufactur-
ing failures or disease progression during the manufac-
turing process. Besides, many patients cannot afford the
high cost of the therapy. These limitations impact the
clinical applications of autologous CAR-T therapy [88].
Allogeneic CAR-T cell therapy uses T-cells collected
from healthy donors, which could overcome the disfunc-
tion of T-cells from patients. And the cost of CAR-T
therapy can be decreased due to the industrial produc-
tion of donor-drived T-cells. However, there are still
some problems exist in allogeneic CAR-T cell therapy.
One of the predominant problems are the risk of graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD). Besides, the allogeneic T-
cells could be eliminated by the immune systems of

recipients, which could impact the antitumor efficacy of
CAR-T cells. Eliminating the expression of T-cell recep-
tor (TCR) and CD52 by gene editing technologies or
other feasible approaches, for example, adding a suicide
gene such as inducible caspase 9 (iC9) to the allogeneic
CAR-T cells, could manage these adverse effects [60,
89]. Besides, the conventional design of chimeric antigen
receptor and manufacturing process of CAR-T cells lead
to the expensive cost of this therapy, which limits the
clinical uses too. New chimeric antigen receptors can be
designed with a modular method. The antigen recogni-
tion domain of CAR-T cell is separated from the signal-
ing domain of CAR-T cell so that the antigen can be
changed without the need for redesigning the CAR-T
cells. This new CAR can serve as a universal CAR (Uni-
CAR). The UniCAR-T cells remain inactive until bispe-
cific switch molecules correlate the CAR-T cells with
tumor cells expressing targeting antigens, and the degree
of response can be regulated by adjusting the concentra-
tion of these molecules to balance the efficacy and ad-
verse effects of CAR-T cell therapy [90].

Conclusion
In summary, for those patients with relapsed or refrac-
tory B-NHL who had unsatisfactory prognosis treated by
chemotherapeutic regimens and other new therapeutic
agents, CAR-T cell therapy, especially anti-CD19 CAR-T
cell therapy, has demonstrated great efficacy in plenty of
clinical or preclinical trials. And four CAR-T cell prod-
ucts have been approved by FDA and/or EMA. Out-
comes in adults with B-NHL are variable with CR rates
ranging from 52 to 82%. The construct of CAR-T prod-
uct, bridging therapy, inflammation and tumor burden
can affect the outcomes of this therapy. However, there
exist some problems in spite of the great efficacy. CRS,
ICANS and other adverse events such as neutropenia
and off-target toxicity were observed. The occurrence
rates of CRS range from 42 to 93% and the rates of
grade 3 or higher CRS range from 2 to 22%. Low-grade
adverse events are manageable while severe side effects
should be treated by tocilizumab, corticosteriods, vaso-
active drugs, mechanical ventilation and other support-
ive measures. Hemofiltration and plasma exchange can
be alternative therapeutic methods for severe CRS. Be-
sides, the outcomes of patients with B-NHL treated by
CAR-T cell therapy were inferior to patients with ALL.
Physical barrier of B-NHL, tumor microenvironment
and inherent quality of T cells may explain the inferior
response rate. Furthermore, parts of patients relapsed
after anti-CD19 CAR-T cell therapy, which were due to
limited of CAR-T cells persistence, CD19 antigen loss or
antigen down-regulation of tumor cells. To overcome
the limitation of anti-CD19 CAR-T, developments of new
generation of the therapy are ongoing. For example,
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CD20-targeted CAR-T, CD19/CD22 dual-targeted CAR-
T, CD79b-targeted CAR-T, CD37-targeted CAR-T and
CAR-T expressing PD-1/CD28 chimeric switch-receptor
have demonstrated encouraging effects. Third-
generation CAR-T and armored CAR-T can achieve
stronger levels of proliferation, persistence and IL-2 pro-
duction than previous CAR-T cell in vitro or vivo. Be-
sides, the allogeneic CAR-T cell therapy could make the
therapy available to more patients. Furthermore, re-
searchers should try their best to improve the safety and
efficacy of CAR-T to make patients benefit from this
powerful weapon against B-cell malignancies.
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Fig. 3 The mechanism of on-target off-tumor and killer inhibitory receptor (KIR) / PD-1-based inhibitory anti-CD19 CAR-T. a CAR-T cells can
recognize and bind to targeted antigens (CD19) expressed on normal cells and cause on-target off-tumor toxicity; b The activation of CAR-T cells
can be inhibited by PD-1 signal when KIR on CAR-T cells are engaged to HLA-C1 on normal cells, which can avoid the destruction of normal cells
and on-target off-tumor toxicity of CAR-T cell therapy
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